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maybe affirmed, in a certain sense at least, with

respect to glass: for this substance, though very

early discovered, hardly came into general use

for ordinary purposes till comparatively a very

late period. But a more remarkable instance

occurs with respect to the art of printing: and

whoever looks at the stereotype stamps, as they

may be called, which have been discovered at

Herculaneum, and other places, will be disposed

to allow that the embryo of the art of printing

died, as it were, in the birth x.

vant to it; and is sufficiently curious in itself to justify its in

troduction to the notice of the reader.

In Dr. Thomson's Annals of Philosophy for 1817, P. 149, is

an account of a paper read at the Royal Society, relative to some

experiments made on torpedoes at Rochelle, in which it is stated

that, where torpedoes abound, boys are in the habit of playing
the following trick to those who are not in the secret. They

persuade the ignorant boy to pour water in a continued stream

upon the torpedo; and the consequence is, that an electrical

shock is conveyed, along the stream, to the body of the boy.
Plutarch notices the same fact in almost the same terms. "It

is affirmed by those," be says, "who have often made the ex

periment, that, in pouring water on a live torpedo, the hand of

the person who is pouring the water will be sensible of a shock,

"which has apparently been conveyed through the water to his

hand." 4EVL0L ioTopocrL, lrELpal' d"-s- irrX¬'ov XaIL/3aVOVTEf,
ap irop oa (Ndpic, the Torpedo), IcaracTIcE8avvwrE$ iS&øp IPOOEV,

aiuOavEo'thu TOy ird9ov dvzip¬'ovroc girl iv X'tP',ca'L rv a4iv d,L-
f3XvvOz'roc, w EOLKE, TOU V&ZTOf TpElrOJLEVOU ica& 11pO1TETfOV9dTOS.

PLUT. i\IOnALTA, Oxon. 4to, 1797, tom. iv. p. 643, 644.

A very interesting conjectural account of the origin and

progress of the arts, and of social life, occurs in the last part of

the fifth book of Lucretius.
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